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Abstract

Design processes in chemical engineering are hard to manage. The design process is highly creative, many design alternatives are explored,
and both unexpected and planned feedback occurs frequently. Thus, it is inherently difficult to manage the workflow in design processes, i.e.,
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o coordinate the effort of experts working on tasks such as creation of flow diagrams, steady-state and dynamic simulations, etc. C
roject and workflow management systems support the management of design processes only to a limited extent. In contrast, the
ystem AHEAD is designed specifically for dynamic design processes. In addition, AHEAD supports the management of interorga
esign processes. A subprocess may be delegated to a contractor, which receives information only about those parts of the ov

hat are relevant for the contract. The management systems of the client and the contractor are coupled at run time such that b
aintain up-to-date state information. The contract may be changed at any time according to the rules of a pre-defined change

alidate this approach to the management of dynamic and interorganizational design processes, the AHEAD system has been
omprehensive case study, namely the conceptual design and basic engineering of a chemical plant for producing polyamide 6.
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Designprocessesin chemical engineering are hard to man-
ge. Since design processes are highly creative, they can
arely be planned completely in advance. Rather, planning
nd execution may have to be interleaved seamlessly. In the
ourse of the design process, many design alternatives are
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explored which are mutually dependent. Furthermore
sign proceeds iteratively, starting from sketchy, coarse-
designs to detailed designs which are eventually neede
building the respective chemical plant. Iterations may c
feedback to earlier steps of the design process; it may be
essary to revoke inadequate design decisions. Finally, d
involves cooperation among team members from diffe
disciplines and potentially multiple enterprises, causing
ditional difficulties concerning the coordination of the ove
design process.

Technical toolssuch as flowsheet editors, simulators
steady-state and dynamic simulations, etc. are crucial ai
effectively and efficiently performing design tasks. In ad
tion,managerial toolsare required which address the coo
nation of design processes. In fact, such tools are cruci
supportingbusiness decision making(Heller and Westfech
tel, 2004). In the course of the design process, many decis
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have to be made concerning the steps of the chemical process,
the relationships among these steps, the realization of chemi-
cal process steps by devices, etc. To perform these decisions,
design alternatives have to be identified and elaborated, and
the respective design tasks have to be coordinated regarding
their mutual interfaces and dependencies. To support busi-
ness decision making, managerial tools must provide chief
designers with accurate views of the design process at an
adequate level of granularity, offer tools for planning, con-
trolling, and coordinating design tasks, thereby taking care
of the dynamics of design processes.

Currently, many management tools are available which,
unfortunately, often have not been developed for support-
ing complex and dynamic design processes. In fact, most of
these tools are generic in the sense that they can be applied
to any kind of business process (there are a few process sup-
port tools designed for chemical engineering such as, e.g.,
n-dim (Subrahmanian, Konda, Reich, Westerberg, & the N-
dim group, 1997) and KBDS (Bañares-Alćantara & Lababidi,
1995). For example,project management systems(Kerzner,
1998)assist managers in project planning and control, assum-
ing that the project can be represented by a partially ordered
set of activities. However, iteration and feedback cannot be
represented in project plans. Furthermore, important infor-
mation is missing concerning, e.g., the products of design
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The management system AHEAD (adapatable and
human-centered environment for the management of design
processes) (Jäger, Schleicher, & Westfechtel, 1999, Nagl,
Westfechtel, & Schneider, 2003) addresses the challenge of
supporting dynamic engineering design processes. It has been
developed in the context of the long-term research project
IMPROVE (Nagl & Marquardt, 1997) which is concerned
with models and tools for design processes in chemical en-
gineering. AHEAD equally covers products, activities, and
resources and therefore offers more comprehensive support
than project or workflow management systems. Moreover,
AHEAD supports seamless interleaving of planning and
execution—a crucial requirement which workflow manage-
ment systems usually do not meet. Design processes are rep-
resented bydynamic task nets, which may evolve continu-
ously throughout the execution of a design process. Dynamic
task nets include modeling elements specifically introduced
for design processes, e.g., feedback relationships for itera-
tions in the design process which cannot be represented in
project plans. This way, AHEAD improves business decision
making since it offers a more natural, realistic, and adequate
representation of design processes.

In a previous paper(Nagl et al., 2003), we focused on the
management of design processes within one organization. In
particular, we assumed that all management data are stored
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asks such as, e.g., different kinds of flow sheets and s
ation models. To some extent, project management sys
re useful for high-level planning and control at the leve
ilestones. But to support decision making effectively, o

ources of information have to be exploited, as well.
Workflow management systems(Lawrence, 1997)have

een developed for supporting routine processes perfo
.g., in banks, insurance companies, administrations, e
orkflow management system manages the flow of wor

ween participants, according to a defined procedure
isting of a number of tasks. It coordinates user and sy
articipants to achieve defined objectives by set dead
o this end, tasks and documents are passed from p
ant to participant in a correct order. Moreover, a workfl
anagement system may offer an interface to invoke a
n a document either interactively or automatically. Wo
ow management systems differ from project managem
ystems since they address fairly detailed execution su
ather than only high-level planning. Their most impor
estriction is limited support for dynamic design proces
any workflow management systems assume a statical

ned workflow that cannot be changed during execution.
ssumption does not match the characteristics of design
esses, which are highly creative, dynamic, and iterative
herefore cannot be controlled by a static workflow defi
n advance. Though this problem has been recognized
orkflow communityGeorgakopoulos, Prinz, & Wolf, 199,
o-called adaptive workflow management systems prov
est partial solutions (e.g., based on exceptions, which,
ver, have to be pre-defined). Still, many of the comme
ools hardly address the problem of evolving workflows.
n a central database which can be accessed by all users
ssumption breaks down in the case ofinterorganizationa
esign processes, which we will investigate in this pape
ach of the participating organizations requires a view o
verall design process which is tailored to its needs. In pa
lar, it is crucial to provide for information hiding such th
ensitive data are not propagated outside the organizatio
upport the management of interorganizational design
esses, we have developed an approach which is bas
elegation. A subprocess may be delegated to a contra
assing only those data which are relevant for the con
oth the client and the contractor use their own instanc

he management system, which maintain their data in
atabases. The management systems are coupled at ru
y exchanging state information. In this way, each of the

icipating organizations maintains an up-to-date-view o
elevant part of the overall design process. Contracts m
hanged at any time according to a pre-defined change
ocol which requires mutual agreement to make the ch
alid. To validate our approach, we have applied the AHE
ystem to a comprehensive case study, namely the conc
esign and basic engineering of a chemical plant for pro

ng polyamide 6.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Secti

resents the case study and describes the features of
rocesses from which requirements to their manageme
erived. Section 3 introduces the AHEAD system and
ides an overview of our delegation-based approach t
anagement of dynamic and interorganizational design

esses. Section 4 elaborates on this approach, which is
uced step by step by an example drawn from the case
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Section 5 describes the realization of the AHEAD system.
Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. Interorganizational design processes

2.1. Design processes in chemical engineering

The life cycle of a chemical design process ranges from
the definition of a design objective to the decommissioning
of the plant as shown inFig. 1(developed within the Global
CAPE-OPEN project (Braschweig & Gani, 2002)).

The performed activities (e.g., conceptual process design)
are assigned to roles, departments, or companies (resources).
The temporal order of the activities is given by the control
flow (solid lines). The characteristics of design processes in
(chemical) engineering are described in more detail inNagl
et al. (2003). In this paper we will focus on the aspect of in-
terorganizational collaboration within a design project. From
this organizational point of view, different models of collab-
oration can be classified. In most cases, the business unit and
the operating company will belong to the same enterprise.
Depending on the license owner of the chemical process, the
following cases can be distinguished:

(1) All roles are part of one company.
(2) The chemical process is owned by the operating com-

pany. Detailed process design and the construction of
the plant is carried out by external contractors.

(3) The chemical process is owned by the construction com-
pany. Most of the activities during the basic and detail
engineering are performed by the construction company.

Besides these cases, many other mixed forms of interor-
ganizational collaboration can occur during such a project.
There are not only barriers between different phases of the
life cycle but also within one life cycle phase. This gets espe-
cially more and more important due to the increasing trend
of outsourcing in the chemical process industries(Canning,
2000).

As shown in Fig. 2, three different types of barriers
between information storage and exchange can be distin-
guished. Following the concept and illustration of Probst in
Probst, Raub, and Romhardt (2000), there are specific barri-
ers within the analyzed design processes which can be seen in
the form of gaps. Horizontal gaps indicate hierarchical barri-
ers, vertical gaps point up the regional barriers, e.g., between
departments or geographically diverted companies. The tem-
poral aspects are shown as different layers inz-direction.
During the life cycle shown inFig. 1, brisk information ex-
change takes place among the enclosed information blocks
Fig. 1. Life cycle of a che
mical process plant.
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Fig. 2. Information blocks in design processes.

which result by adding the different gap-dimensions (right
part ofFig. 2).

In the following, we will focus on the phases of basic en-
gineering (conceptual process design inFig. 1), and partially
on detail design (detailed process design inFig. 1). In these
phases, concepts and basic specifications for the chemical
plant are elaborated and specifications for the apparatus are
defined.

In addition to historical competence segregation in differ-
ent departments, the above mentioned outsourcing enforces
interorganizational collaboration. Often, several partners are
working concurrently on single plant-parts. In particular, the
chemical engineering works on the design and dimensioning
of typical chemical plant devices like reactors or separation
columns. At the same time, plastics engineers are engaged
in the configuration of compounding extruders. In these ma-
chines, the high-viscosity bulk polymer, which comes from
the separation apparatus, is modified, e.g., with fibres and
fillers or chemical additives in order to adapt its properties to
complex requirements profiles for the construction of plastics
parts.

By means of this organizational view on the design pro-
cess, a case study for the design of a polymerization plant
for polyamide 6 will be introduced in Section 2.2. This case
study targets on some special aspects of the cooperation be-
t of a
p e in-
f al

onal str

and vertical information flow between chemical and plastics
engineering are displayed.

From a management point of view the administration of
many different companiesin one project is not a trivial but
necessary task. Each company has itsown organizational
structureandworking procedures. Furthermore, the issue of
privacy is crucial. For example, the licensor of the chemical
process is not interested in sharing too much information
with the other parties. All these problems have to be properly
addressed by a management system.

2.2. Case study polyamide 6

The case study describes the design process of a chemical
plant for the production of 40 000 tons of polyamide 6 per
year including the polymer compounding. It focuses on the
workflow, the roles involved and the tools used together with
their interactions. InFig. 4, a simplified overview on this case
study is given. Besides the performed activities and the in-
volved roles the tools used during the design process are rep-
resented. More detailed information on the case study can be
found inEggersmann, Hackenberg, Marquardt, and Cameron
(2002) andBayer, Eggersmann, and Schneider (2002).

Two companies are involved in the considered scenario in
this paper. The roles manager, reaction expert, separation ex-
p engi-
n t and
t uder
ween chemical and plastics engineering. An illustration
ossible hierarchical structure in an enterprise with som

ormation flows is shown inFig. 3, where both the horizont

Fig. 3. Hierarchical organizati
 uctures and information exchange.

ert, and laboratory expert belong to the same (chemical
eering) company. The compounding processing exper

he compounding simulation expert belong to the extr
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Fig. 4. Design process of a polyamid6 plant.

manufacturer. This corresponds to the classical disjunction
of the two domains of chemical engineering and plastics en-
gineering. On the chemical engineering side, the chemical
process (including reaction, separation, and experiments) for
the production of the raw material is designed. These activ-
ities are part of the early basic engineering. On the plastics
engineering side the detailed compounding extruder config-
uration is designed. Typically, these activities are performed
in sequential order. In our scenario they are performed si-
multaneously. Dependencies causing minor offset between
the activities cannot be shown at this coarse-grained diagram
level inFig. 4.

The first activity in our scenario is the project start which
belongs to the manager role. Here basic flow diagrams for
the process are designed and human resources are assigned
to corresponding roles. The manager role includes all the ad-
ministration and management activities in the chemical en-
gineering domain. The process manager defines the required
process steps like reaction, separation and the compounding
steps like degassing of monomers, mixing of fibers or ho-

tions in

mogenization. The reaction expert, the separation expert and
the compounding expert start their activities almost concur-
rently. Exemplarily inFig. 5a detailed extruder configuration
including the polymer feeding, a mixing section, a degassing
section followed by the fiber adding and the degassing of air
can be seen.

Further on we will concentrate on the delegation of the
activities out of the chemical engineering into the plastics
engineering domain. The compounding expert receives the
compounding steps and information about process boundary
condition such as mass flow, estimated viscosity and ther-
mophysical polymer properties (e.g., heat capacity, thermal
conductivity). Afterwards he estimates compounding specific
process parameters like the machine size, the extruder’s rota-
tional speed, the mass flow in every extruder and the number
of needed extruders.

Because the degassing process in the extruder can be
quantified only with high experimental effort or analytically
by a simulation program (Haberstroh & Schl̈uter, 2002), at
first the degassing section is investigated by the compound-
Fig. 5. Functional sec
 a compounding extruder.
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ing simulation expert. In a meeting, all necessary tasks are
discussed and afterwards the compounding simulation ex-
pert starts a calculation to quantify the amount of degassed
monomer while the compounding expert estimates the pro-
cess behavior for the fibre adding section by his experience
based knowledge. In the following meeting, first design re-
sults are discussed with the separation expert representing
the chemical engineering company. This collaboration for
the design of the separation process is necessary, because
the separation of volatile components like monomers and
solvents from the polymer is possible both in, e.g., a wiped
film evaporator and the compounding extruders as mentioned
above.

As a result of the interdisciplinary meeting, the members
decide to make a detailed analysis of the homogenization pro-
cesses in the mixing section by use of 3D-CFD tools (compu-
tational fluid dynamics). Afterwards the results are discussed
among the plastics engineers in a second meeting to prepare
a report for the chemical engineering client.

The parallel sequences of activities in chemical and
plastics engineering require powerful and smart manage-
ment tools which can handle the highly dynamic concur-
rent processes. If any of the analyzed process steps turns
out to be not feasible or not economically reasonable, var-
ious activities can be affected and a large part of the com-
p case
c

3. A management system for interorganizational
design processes

In order to support design processes in chemical engineer-
ing as described in the previous section in an adequate way,
two key requirements need to be addressed. Firstly, tool sup-
port must take thedynamicsof design processes into account.
Secondly, management tools must be capable of handlingin-
terorganizationaldesign processes.

The management systemAHEAD(Jäger et al., 1999)has
been designed to meet both requirements. InNagl et al.
(2003), we demonstrated how AHEAD supports dynamic de-
sign processes in chemical engineering. However, tool sup-
port was confined to the management of design processes
within one organization. In the sequel, we will describe an
extension to the AHEAD system which is dedicated to the
management of interorganizational design processes. This
extension has been elaborated in a Ph.D. thesis (Becker, J̈ager,
Schleicher, & Westfechtel, 2001; Jäger, 2003) reports on an
early stage of this work applied in the software engineering
domain.

Fig. 6 illustrates the key components of thedistributed
AHEAD system. The AHEAD system provides tools for dif-
ferent kinds of users. Themanagement environmentis used
by project managers to plan and control design projects.
T esign
d roject
lete project has to be reorganized or in the worst
ancelled.
Fig. 6. Distributed A
his includes the management of products (versioned d
ocuments), activities (design tasks), and resources (p
HEAD system.
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team); in this paper, the main focus lies on the management
of activities. Thework environmentis dedicated to design-
ers, who are supported byagendasandwork contexts. An
agenda displays a set of assigned design tasks. For each task
selected from the agenda, the work environment prepares
a work context comprising all documents relevant for exe-
cuting this task. When the designer selects a document, the
work environment offers a menu of available tools which the
user may activate to work on the document. Management
and work environment are coupled by a sharedmanagement
database.

The extension of AHEAD to a distributed system is il-
lustrated by the arrows connecting different instances of the
AHEAD system. AHEAD may be used todelegatea sub-
process to a contractor. In general, a delegated subprocess
consists of a connected set of subtasks; delegation is not con-
fined to a single task. When the contractor accepts the del-
egation, a database is created which contains a copy of the
delegated subprocess. Subsequently, execution of the subpro-
cess ismonitoredsuch that theclientmay control the progress
of work performed by thecontractor.

The delegation modelunderlying the AHEAD system
meets the following requirements:

Delegation of subprocesses.A delegated subprocess con-
lient
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change protocol ensures that the contract may be changed
only when both involved parties agree.

Delegation is performed in the following steps:

(1) Export.The client exports the delegated subprocess into
a file (an XML document). A copy of the delegated sub-
process is retained in the database of the client.

(2) Import.The contractor imports the delegated subprocess,
i.e., the file is read, and the local database is initialized
with a copy of the delegated subprocess.

(3) Run time coupling.The AHEAD systems of client and
contractor are coupled by exchanging events. Coupling
is performed in both directions. This way, the client is
informed about the progress achieved by the contractor.
Vice versa, the contractor is informed about operations
relevant for the delegation (e.g., creation of new versions
of input documents).

(4) Changing the contract.The contract established between
client and contractor may be changed according to a pre-
defined change protocol. The change is initiated by the
client, who issues a change request. In a first step, the
proposed change is propagated to the contractor. In a
second step, the contractor either accepts the change—
which makes the changes valid—or rejects it, implying
that the propagated change is undone.

tially.
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sists of a connected set of subtasks. This way, the c
may definemilestonesfor controlling the work of the
contractor.

Delegation as a contract.The delegated subprocess se
as a contract between client and contractor. The clie
obliged to provide the required inputs, based on which
contractor has to deliver the outputs fixed in the cont

Autonomy of client and contractor.The autonomy of bot
parties is retained as far as possible; it is restricted
to the extent required by the contract.

Need-to-know principle.The parties engaged in a contr
share only those data which are needed for the con
This includes the respective subprocess as well a
context, i.e., its embedding into the overall process. O
parts of the process are hidden.

Refinement of delegated subprocesses.The contractor ma
refine delegated subprocesses if this is required for
aging the local work assignments. Since these re
ments are not part of the contract, they are not visib
the client.

Monitoringof processexecution.The client is informed con
tinuously about the state of execution of the subpro
delegated to the contractor. In this way, the client m
monitor execution and control whether set deadline
met.

Support of dynamic design processes.Support for pro
cess dynamics is extended to interorganizational
sign processes. In particular, contracts can be cha
dynamically. However, this requires conformance
change protocolbecause cooperation among differ
enterprises requires precisely defined formal rules.
Please note that steps (1)–(3) are ordered sequen
tep (4) may be executed at any time after the run time
ling has been established.

. Example

In this section our delegation-based approach to the
gement of dynamic and interorganizational design proc

s demonstrated by a simplified step-by-step example se
The scenario, drawn from the case study ofSection 2.2,

overs the cooperation of two companies in order to de
chemical plant for the production of polyamide 6. W

he chemical engineering company is responsible for de
ng the chemical process (reaction, separation) for the
uction of the polyamide 6 material, the plastics enginee
ompany has to design the extruder which is used for the
ounding of the bulk polymer. This scenario resembles
econd alternative of possible scenario settings describ
ection 2. It is assumed that both companies use the AHE
ystem for the management of this shared process.

.1. Initial situation

The management environment of AHEAD (Fig. 7) is pre-
ented to the manager of the polyamide 6 design process
hemical engineering company. The management env
ent supports the manager in planning, executing, anal
nd controlling design processes. In the upper region o

eft-hand side a tree view representation can be seen w
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Fig. 7. Management environment of the AHEAD system.

shows the managed tasks of the overall design process. The
lower region on the left-hand side displays a view onto the re-
sources which are available for task assignments in the chem-
ical engineering company. Three different roles,Manager,
Reaction Expert andSeparation Expert, together with the
currently assigned human resources are listed. In the graph
view on the right-hand side a task net is displayed which
represents the already enacted polyamide 6 design process.

Task nets consist of tasks which are shown as rectangles
and may have both inputs and outputs represented as empty
and filled circles. Tasks can be linked by control flows (solid
lines) defining the temporal order of the tasks. Data flows be-
tween outputs and inputs are shown as dashed lines. Tasks can
be refined by another task net introducing a hierarchy relation
between tasks. This hierarchy relation is not expressed di-
rectly in the representation, and the refining task net is drawn
beneath its parent task instead.

To enable the execution of a task net, its standard dynamic
behavior is defined by a set of rules. For example, at every
time each task is in exactly one of the following execution
states:In Definition, Waiting, Active, Suspended, Done
andFailed. State transitions can be currently triggered either
manually or by the system itself. The possible state transitions
of a task are restricted by a set of formal rules defining the
execution semantics of dynamic task nets. For example, a
t bnet
c nate
b

y de-
t s not
r ther,
t s en-
a ion
o be in

stateIn Definition or Active when its refining task net shall
be modified. Likewise, adding an input or output to a task is
only possible when the task is in stateIn DefinitionorActive.

In the task net ofFig. 7 the taskDesign Polyamide
6 Plant is decomposed on the top level into five child
tasks,Prepare Requirements, Design Reaction, Design
Separation, Design Compounding and Decide Plant
Design. The design process has already been started and
some of the tasks are in the stateActive. In a first prepara-
tion phase, the requirements and specifications for the plant
to be designed have been gathered and these specifications
have been passed on to the three design tasks. The task
Decide Plant Design will later receive and evaluate all de-
sign alternatives which have been elaborated in the design
tasks. In this task one of the design alternatives for the con-
struction of the polyamide 6 plant must finally be chosen.

In Fig. 8 the work environmentis shown. After the lo-
gin a user can see anagendaof all tasks which are cur-
rently assigned to his various roles. If the user selects one
of the tasks from the agenda, thework contextfor this task
is opened. In the upper region a graphical view shows the
selected task and all tasks of the overall task net which are
directly connected to it. This contextual information helps
the user to understand from which tasks some input is pro-
vided and to which tasks the output is propagated. In the
l lays
a ts re-
c well
a n of
t oc-
u on
t eds
t ork
e

ask has to be activated before any task in a refining su
an be activated. A source of a control flow has to termi
efore its target, and so on.

Design processes often cannot be planned with ever
ail in advance. Therefore, the corresponding task net doe
emain static during execution of the design process. Ra
he task net evolves and can be edited even during it
ction. A number of restrictions apply to the modificat
f an already enacted task. For example, a task has to
ower region on the left-hand side a document view disp
ll documents needed to execute this task. All documen
eived as input from previous tasks are listed here as
s the documents which are produced during executio

his task. Documents can be versioned in AHEAD. If a d
ment is selected, its version information is displayed

he right-hand side in the lower region. If the user ne
o start some tools, they are started from within this w
nvironment.
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Fig. 8. Work environment of the AHEAD system.

The example session described here only deals with the
part of the overall design process which is related to the de-
sign of the extruder. The chemical engineering company acts
as a client and delegates the task of designing the extruder
component to its contractor, the plastics engineering com-
pany.

The task net inFig. 9results after the manager of the chem-
ical engineering company, acting as the client, has refined the
extruder design task by a subnet (for better readability the
task net is shown in a schematic representation instead of a
screen snapshot of the management environment). The task
Design Compounding and all subtasks will be delegated
to the contractor. Their execution stateIn Definition denotes
that the tasks are still under planning and cannot be activated
at the moment. Furthermore these tasks are currently not as-
signed to a responsible role.Design Compounding is spec-
ified with requirement documents as input and an extruder
design alternative as output. This task definition can be seen
as acontractbetween both companies, where the contractor
has to produce a certain output based on the inputs which are
provided by the client.

As stated before, in this subprocess an extruder is devel-
oped according to a set of desired product properties. The
subtaskDetermine Process Parameters receives a prod-
uct quality specification and the extruder’s properties as input
a eters
e . The
c om-
p s. The

subsequent investigation of the extruder’s functional sections
in task Investigate Extruder is based on the output of the
previous tasks. The results are evaluated and if the desired
properties are met, the extruder design is propagated as a pre-
liminary result to the parent taskDesign Compounding.

4.2. Establishing the delegation

The delegated subprocessDesign Compounding and its
refining task net is exported to a file.Fig. 10 shows the
view on the overall design process as it is presented to the
manager on the client side after the export step. All dele-
gated tasks are executed in a remote management system
of a contractor, so these tasks are assigned to a newly cre-
ated resourceRemote: Extruder Company. They can be
monitored from the client side because a copy of the sub-
process is retained in the local database. The export file also
contains contextual information about the delegated process,
namely the part of the overall task net in which the dele-
gated process is embedded. The context information is not
part of the contract between client and contractor. For exam-
ple, the tasksPrepare Requirements,Design Separation
andDecide Plant Design have a direct control-flow to one
of the delegated tasks and thus belong to the context. Of
course, the context tasks are still executed on the client side,
b m. In
c
d nnot
b nd re-
nd produces rough estimates for the extruder’s param
.g., operating temperature and capacity of the extruder
ontent of fibres as well as the degassing of volatile c
onents of the plastics are investigated in separate task
, ut they are monitored in a remote management syste
ontrast to these monitored tasks, the taskDesign Reaction
oes not belong to the context and this private task ca
e seen elsewhere. Private tasks, monitored tasks, a
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Fig. 9. Task net after refinement of taskDesign Compounding.

Fig. 10. Task net on client side after delegation.
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motely executed tasks are filled with different patterns in the
figure.

The process description file is transferred to the contrac-
tor, the extruder company, and there it is imported into the
AHEAD system.Fig. 11shows the corresponding task net
and its context which are instantiated in the local database
on the contractor side. All tasks are in stateIn Definition,
so that they can be edited and executed in the manage-
ment environment by the manager on the contractor side.
The contract consists of the delegated tasks, their param-
eters, control-flows and data-flows. It defines exactly how
the delegated process must be executed. Therefore, the con-
tractor has to check carefully if he can accept the order to
execute the transferred task net for the client. If the con-
tractor wants to change some details, he has to contact the
client and negotiate these changes. A new version of the ex-
port file including the changes is generated and transferred
to the contractor. When the contractor agrees to execute the
transferred process, he may begin with the execution of the
corresponding task net in his management environment. A
first step for the manager on the contractor side is to assign
all delegated tasks to either the roleCompounding Expert
orCompounding Simulation Expert as shown inFig. 11.

The management systems of client and contractor are
loosely coupled together by exchanging events to synchro-
n is in-
f cution
s d
a . Vice

versa, the contractor is informed about changes of the con-
text tasks which are executed on the client side. Of course,
no information is exchanged between both systems about el-
ements of the task net which are private either on the client
side or on the contractor side. To illustrate this concept, it is
assumed that the state of the taskPrepare Requirements,
which is executed on the client side and monitored on the
contractor side, is changed fromActive to Done. A corre-
sponding change event is sent from the client to the contractor
and on the contractor’s side the execution state of the copy of
the taskPrepare Requirements is updated (seeFig. 11).

The delegated taskDesign Compounding is activated
by the human resource playing the roleCompoun-
ding Expert role on the contractor side. Subsequently,
the tasksDetermine Process Parameters, Determine
Fibre Content, Determine Degassing and Investigate
Extruder are executed by the assigned resources. Accord-
ing to the predefined data-flows the produced results are
passed between these tasks. After the results of the investi-
gation have been evaluated in taskEvaluate, the extruder
design is sent as a preliminary result to the parent task
Design Compounding. All these updates of the delegated
tasks by the contractor can be monitored by the client as well
as the produced result, the first version of the extruder design.

4

t the
p the
ize their local copies of the shared task net. The client
ormed about changes of the delegated tasks. The exe
tate of thesemilestoneactivities keeps the client informe
bout the progress of the delegated process fragment
Fig. 11. Task net on contractor side afte
.3. Changing the delegated task net dynamically

In our example, the client and the contractor agree tha
reliminary design for the extruder could be optimized if
r delegation and resource assignments.
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Fig. 12. Change protocol for changes of the contract (afterJäger, 2003).

mixing quality of the materials in the extruder is investigated
further. This is done by performing a three-dimensional sim-
ulation of the polymer flow in the extruder. The contractor
agrees to carry out the additional simulation, and the contract
between client and contractor can be extended. Changing a
delegated process after its enaction is not unusual in the de-
sign process of a chemical plant.

AHEAD supports dynamic changes of the contract be-
tween client and contractor. Changes are allowed only when
both parties agree on them, because the changes may have
substantial consequences for either of them. The delegated
task net is changed according to a formalchange protocol
which is shown by means of a state transition diagram in
Fig. 12. The delegated task net is at every time in exactly
one of the threedelegation states, Accepted, Change and
EvaluateChanges. As described below, the transitions be-
tween these states define the commands which can be exe-
cuted either on client and contractor side during the change
process.

Initially, the contractor has issued the command
Allow changes to signal that he agrees to the change
proposal of the client. The delegation state of the task net is
changed fromAccepted to Change. After that, the client
is able to modify the delegated process. As shown inFig.
13, the client adds a new taskDetermine Mixing Quality
i s
t hips
f
E ges
t ually,
t the
c e
s and
C its
d

ts the
p igger
i on
s of
b r side
a ractor
m om-

mandReject Changes. In this case, the delegated process
changes its delegation state back toChanges, the changes
are discarded and the client would be informed about the
rejection. Both partners then would have to talk about the
problem again before eventually the contractor would accept
a proposition made by the client (or the client invokes the
commandResetChanges).

The complex new taskDetermine Mixing Quality in the
delegated process is refined by the manager on the contractor
side by a private subnet to break it down into smaller working
units and assign separate resources to each of the tasks. This
refining task net comprises the tasksPrepare Simulation,
Generate Mesh,Perform 3D-Simulation andEvaluate as
shown inFig. 14. The subnet is not part of the contract be-
tween client and contractor and therefore invisible to the
client. Of course, client and contractor can decide on their
own to make some private task net elements visible to the
other party at every time and can turn these elements into
private ones again.

4.4. Finishing the delegation

After the process has been resumed, on the contractor side
a second version of the extruder design has been finally pro-
duced and released to the taskDesign Compounding. This
result should be taken as the final outcome of the delegated
t the
c to
c lient
c
t of
t ed.
I actor
a

5

ting
A tion
o ring
o level
i

n the subnet of theDesign Compounding and add
he appropriate control- and data-flow relations
rom Determine Process Parameters and Investigate
xtruder. While the client changes the task net, all chan

o the task net are propagated to the contractor. Event
he client may either discard his changes by using
ommandReset Changes or he may signal that th
tructural changes are finished by using the comm
hanges Finished. In this case, the task net changes
elegation state toEvaluateChanges.

In our example, the contractor evaluates and accep
roposed changes of the delegated process as valid. Tr

ng the commandAccept Changes changes the delegati
tate of the task net toAccepted and yields an update
oth process views on the client side and the contracto
ccording to these changes. As an alternative, the cont
ay reject the change of the contract by use of the c
-

ask. The contractor can signal this to the client with
ommandComplete Delegation stating that he wishes
omplete the contracted delegation relationship. The c
an confirm this with the commandConfirm or reject it with
he commandReject. If the result is accepted, the coupling
he two AHEAD systems of client and contractor is finish
n the other case, the rejection is signaled to the contr
nd the coupling is maintained.

. Realization

In the sequel, we describe first how the locally opera
HEAD system is realized. Next, we turn to the realiza
f the distribution mechanisms (delegation and monito
f subprocesses, which were illustrated at a conceptual

n Fig. 6).
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Fig. 13. Delegated process after addition of a new taskDetermine Mixing Quality.

5.1. Local AHEAD system

The architecture of a locally operating AHEAD sys-
tem is illustrated inFig. 15. The AHEAD system pro-
videsenvironments(collection of tools) for different kinds
of users. Please note that the figure refers to roles rather
than persons. In particular, a single person may ac-
quire multiple roles. For example, it is quite common

that the same person acts both as manager and as chief
designer.

In this paper, we have focused mainly on themanagement
environment, which offers graphical tools for managing prod-
ucts, activities, and resources. In particular, the manager may
build up a task net for planning the overall design process,
monitoring process execution, and re-planning the task net
whenever considered appropriate or necessary.
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Fig. 14. Private refinements of the delegated process on the contractor side.

Thework environmentprovides designers with an agenda
tool, which shows all tasks assigned to a specific designer.
The designer may pick up a task from the agenda, start its
execution, and open a work context displaying all documents
required for this task. From the work context, the designer

e of a l

may launch external tools such as flowsheet tools, simulation
tools, etc.

The implementation of the AHEAD system is based on
graph technologyand makes heavy use of tools for rapid pro-
totyping as described below. These tools have been developed
Fig. 15. Architectur
 ocal AHEAD system.
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at our department in various research projects. By using these
tools a demonstrator was implemented with comprehensive
functionality, which, however, cannot be immediately em-
ployed in industry.

All management data (task nets, resources, and products)
are represented as graphs. The data are stored in the graph-
based database GRAS (Kiesel, Scḧurr, & Westfechtel, 1995).
Management environment and work environment have ac-
cess to these data. The internal graph structures and all com-
mands operating on the graph structures are formally spec-
ified as a graph rewriting system using the language PRO-
GRES (Scḧurr, Winter, & Zündorf, 1999). The specification
of the AHEAD system comprises about 200 pages of PRO-
GRES code. From this specification the application logic of
AHEAD is generated as C-Code which operates on the GRAS
database.

The application logic is integrated with a graphical user in-
terface which is based on the UPGRADE framework (Böhlen,
Jäger, Schleicher, & Westfechtel, 2002). With UPGRADE
the internally used management graphs can be presented to
the user by graphical representations as well as tree or table
representations. UPGRADE is fully implemented in JAVA,
based on public-domain and commercial components (ILOG
JViews), and comprises about 70 packages, 250 classes, and
70 000 lines of code.

e
d sing
t d-
e rs are
s icu-
l s and
c The
U ES
s

couplin

The architecture of the AHEAD system differs consider-
ably from the architecture of traditional workflow manage-
ment systems(Lawrence, 1997). The core component of a
workflow management system is a workflow engine which
executes a workflow instance, which is instantiated from a
workflow definition. To a limited extent, the workflow in-
stance may be changed during execution; the mechanisms
provided to this end vary from system to system. In AHEAD,
the instance-level task net stored in the graph-based database
system GRAS roughly corresponds to the workflow instance.
However, AHEAD provides full-fledged support for dynamic
changes of the instance-level task net. The workflow engine
is realized by the C code generated from the PROGRES spec-
ification. In the case of AHEAD, the workflow engine offers
not only execution support (starting of tasks, reading of in-
puts, etc.), but also fully integrated planning and re-planning
support (i.e., the task net may be changed on the fly, taking
the current state of execution into account). All operations
on the task net are constrained by process model definitions
represented in the Unified Modeling Language. But again,
a process model definition in AHEAD is much more gen-
eral and flexible than a workflow definition. In particular, we
follow an object-oriented approach by dynamically instanti-
ating tasks and relationships from corresponding classes and
associations. In contrast, a workflow definition represents a
( .

5

tion
a
s vents
t gated
p pro-
Finally, the modeling environmentis used to defin
omain-specific design processes on the type level u

he unified modeling language (UML). In this way, mo
lers, i.e., domain experts such as chemical enginee
hielded from the underlying graph technology. In part
ar, we employ class diagrams to define classes of task
ontrol flow and data flow associations between them.
ML models are automatically transformed into PROGR
pecifications.

Fig. 16. Concept for the
 g of two AHEAD systems.

more or less) static program to be executed at runtime

.2. Distributed AHEAD system

The realization of the distribution mechanisms (delega
nd monitoring of subprocesses) is shown inFig. 16. Two in-
tances of AHEAD are coupled together and exchange e
o keep each other informed about changes of the dele
rocess. After client and contractor have exchanged the
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Fig. 17. Realization of the coupling of two AHEAD systems.

cess description file and set up their copies of the delegated
process in their local graph databases initially, both manage-
ment systems connect to acommunication server. Now the
delegation relationship is established and maintained until the
delegation has been completed. The communication server
between both systems is used to store the exchanged change
events if one of the systems is temporarily disconnected. All
queued messages are sent to the management system once it
reconnects to the communication server. Via the communi-
cation server both systems are loosely coupled at run-time,
so they do not need to run at the same time in both compa-
nies. But if at least one system is running, the communication
server has to be available to receive, store and forward change
events.

A more detailed view on the graph-based realization of
the delegation concept is given inFig. 17. Two AHEAD
systems are coupled together using a communication server.
Let us first concentrate on the AHEAD system on the left
hand side. Each AHEAD system consists of a graphical
user interface, the AHEAD core and the underlying graph
database. The task net shown in the graphical user inter-
face is created step by step by invoking special user inter-
face commands, for example, to insert a new task or a new
control-flow relationship between two tasks. Each user in-
terface command calls a graph transaction of the application
l ns-
a ed in

the graph database. In the example, at the graphical user in-
terface a task T1 is displayed. This task is represented as a
special (task) node in the graph database. Invoking a user
interface command to activate task T1 leads to a change of
one of the attributes of the corresponding graph node in the
database. The database propagates all changes on the graph
data back to the AHEAD core. According to these change
events the current state of the graphical user interface is
updated.

If some task net elements are also monitored within an-
other coupled AHEAD system, all change events regarding to
these elements are forwarded (via the communication server)
to the coupled system, too. There, corresponding graph trans-
actions in the AHEAD core are called for each of these
change events. Accordingly, the graph data stored in the graph
database is manipulated and the graphical user interface is up-
dated. In the figure, the task T1 is also monitored within the
AHEAD system on the right hand side. There, a copy of T1
is displayed in the graphical user interface (marked asre-
mote) and a corresponding graph node is stored in the graph
database. By the exchange of change events, all changes of
T1 in the client system are also performed on the copy of T1
in the contractor system. Every AHEAD system can at the
same time act as a producer of change events regarding all
elements which are monitored in coupled systems and as a
c h are
e

ogic in the AHEAD core. The execution of a graph tra
ction leads to the manipulation of the graph data stor
onsumer of change events regarding all elements whic
xecuted elsewhere and only monitored locally.
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Dynamic changes of the structure of the delegated task net
(for example, inserting a new control-flow relationship be-
tween two tasks) are possible according to a formal change
protocol (as presented inSection 4.3). This change proto-
col is fully implemented within the application logic in the
AHEAD core. Therefore, all graph transactions of the appli-
cation logic which are responsible for performing structural
changes are equipped with ananalysismechanismto check if
only a locally executed part of the task net is involved or not.
If the structural change also affects task net elements which
are executed in another coupled system, additional checks
implementing the formal change protocol are performed in
the local AHEAD system to ensure that client system and
contractor system both are in appropriate delegation states.
If these tests are not passed successfully, the further execu-
tion of the graph transaction is aborted. Otherwise, the graph
transaction is executed and the local graph database is ma-
nipulated. This change may lead to the execution of a graph
transaction in a coupled system (as described before).

The communication server and the required coupling in-
frastructure in the AHEAD system are implemented in JAVA
and integrated with the UPGRADE framework (see above).

6. Related work
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neering. Document management systems provide distributed
access to a wide range of documents in a local area network
(LAN) or even in a wide area network (WAN). However,
they focus on the management of documents rather than on
the management of activities.

6.2. Related work in other domains

Management ofdistributed processesis addressed by a
number of workflow management systems. However, a dis-
tributed process need not be interorganizational as addressed
in this paper. In our terminology, “interorganizational” refers
to the cooperation across multiple enterprises. Many work-
flow management systems, however, address only the dis-
tribution of tasks and data within one enterprise. For exam-
ple,Mentor(Wodtke, Weissenfels, Weikum, Kotz-Dittrich, &
Muth, 1997) is a workflow management system which pro-
vides multiple workflow servers. Work is distributed among
the workflow servers according to a sophisticated load bal-
ancing algorithm.

van der Aalst (1999)provides an overview of paradigms
for interorganizational processes. Among others, the follow-
ing paradigms are identified:

Process chaining.From some processp, a processq is
in-
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.1. Related work in chemical engineering

n-dim(Subrahmanian et al., 1997)is a design process su
ort system which is based on an object-oriented data m
he model is defined such that data may be organized
ultiple dimensions. Objects are instantiated by cloning

otypical objects. An n-dim database may contain refere
o external data of any kind, e.g., web pages, files, tupl
atabases, etc. n-dim has been applied in different con

o model versioned design data as well as the design pro
KBDS (Bañares-Alćantara, 1995; Bañares-Alćantara &

ababidi, 1995) supports the design process by record
esign alternatives which are related to design objec
rocess support is integrated into a flowsheet tool which

esents design alternatives and their rationales. This wa
esigner may document and evaluate alternative desig
isions. This approach has been developed further inPRIME
Pohl et al., 1999)andMODKIT(Bogusch, Lohmann, & Ma
uardt 2001), each of which relies on a process engine
roviding both process guidance and process automati

All design process support systems mentioned so fa
ress design processes at a rather fine-grained level.
ain purpose is to record the design process history a

upport the designer with process fragments for frequ
ecurring sequences of process steps. These systems
ddress the management of interorganizational design
esses as provided by the AHEAD system.

Document management systems such as, e.g.,Documen
um or the Intergraph Engineering Framework(Jenkins
002)are becoming more and more popular in chemical e
.

t

launched to continue the overall process. The only
teraction betweenp andq occurs whenq is started. Sub
sequently,p andq perform independently of each oth

Subcontracting.A task t of the overall workflow is passe
to a contractor, which executest and passes the resu
back to the client. From the perspective of the cliet
appears to be atomic. The client and the contractor i
act both at the start and at the end of the execution o
subcontracted process.

Loosely coupled processes.Processes are executed in p
allel in different organizations. Occasionally, they in
act at pre-defined communication and synchroniza
points.

Case transfer.The workflow is seen as a case which has t
transferred among different organizations. Transfer
the case includes transfer of documents and trans
the current state of execution. Only one organizatio
a time may execute the case.

van der Aalst (1999)primarily focuses on case transfer a
n extended variant thereof. Invan der Aalst (2000), the sam
uthor discusses loosely coupled processes. The inter
aradigms process chaining and subcontracting are supp
y the standards defined by the workflow management c

ion (WfMC: Lawrence, 1997). In addition, subcontractin
as introduced as early as 1987 by the Istar system(Dowson
987)in the software engineering domain.

Thedelegation modelof the AHEAD system adds a ne
aradigm to the classification scheme presented abo
iffers from process chaining inasmuch as client and

ractor do interact while the delegated subprocess is b
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executed. The delegation-based approach also differs from
the case transfer model because both parties perform their
parts of the overall process in parallel: The client is not
suspended when a subprocess is delegated to a contrac-
tor. Delegation constitutes a significant extension of sub-
contracting because subprocesses rather than single tasks
may be delegated in general. Like loosely coupled processes,
client and contractor may interact during the execution of
the delegated subprocess rather than merely at the start and
the end, respectively. Delegation differs from loosely cou-
pled processes because there is a hierarchical relationship
between client and contractor (while loosely coupled pro-
cesses are peer to peer in general). Finally, the delegation-
based approach supports dynamic changes, while loosely
coupled processes have been introduced for statically defined
workflows.

7. Conclusion

We have presented the AHEAD system, which supports
the management of dynamic and interorganizational design
processes. AHEAD provides a delegation-based approach for
coordinating distributed design processes in which multiple
enterprises are involved. A subprocess may be delegated to a
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Integration of heterogeneous management systems.In this
paper, we have assumedhomogeneous management sys-
tems, i.e., all involved parties need to use the AHEAD
system. However, it is likely that different enterprises
employ different management systems. So far, we have
implemented a prototypical coupling with a commercial
workflow management system (COSA)(Jäger, 2003),
but this work still needs to be generalized.

Improved flexibility.In the delegation-based approach de-
veloped so far, the contractor has to execute the dele-
gated subprocess as it stands. If the steps are too coarse-
grained, the contractor may refine delegated subtasks.
Other changes are not allowed, e.g., the contractor may
not add internal milestones in between the milestones
monitored by the client. A more flexible approach would
involve the separation of aninterface process, which de-
fines the contract with the client, and arealization pro-
cess, which is defined by the contractor as desired (and
which is mapped onto the interface process); seevan der
Aalst and Weske (2001).

Data security.While the delegation-based approach obeys
the need-to-know-principle, the current implementation
does not check whether documents involved in the dele-
gation contain sensitive data. To this end, a classification
scheme has to be developed such that documents may
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ontractor. Delegation is performed in three steps: expo
he subprocess from the client’s system, import into the
ractor’s system, and subsequent run time coupling. De
ion conforms to the need-to-know principle; only those
equired for the delegation are shared by both parties. Th
onomy of client and contractor is retained as far as poss
lient and contractor are coupled by exchanging events

hat both parties are mutually informed about relevant
hanges. This way, the client may monitor process exec
y the contractor (e.g., completion of milestones), and
ontractor is made aware of relevant changes in the co
f the delegated subprocess. Once the run time couplin
een established, the contract may be changed at any tim
ording to a pre-defined change protocol allowing for cha
roposals initiated by the client which are either accepte
eclined by the contractor.

We have applied the AHEAD system to an industri
elevant case study, namely the basic engineering and
eptual design of a chemical plant for producing polyamid
he experiences gained from this case study are prom
esign of a plant for polyamide 6 requires the coopera
f multiple enterprises. It is crucial that cooperation is ba
n clearly defined contracts and sensitive information is
rivate. The latter is achieved by adhering to the nee
now principle. Delegation of subprocesses rather than
le tasks makes it possible to monitor the achieveme
ilestones. Finally, the required flexibility is provided by
bling changes to established contracts as well as by re
elegated subprocesses at the contractor’s site.

The experiences gained from this application have sh
ome potential areas of future work:
-

be assigned to classes of confidentiality. Based on
a classification, the AHEAD system would prevent
transfer of documents which are classified as confi
tial.

Still, there is a clear need for further evaluation in an ind
rial context. Not only does this apply to the delegation-ba
pproach presented in this paper; rather, this need exte

he AHEAD system as a whole. After an initial ergonom
valuation (Foltz, Westfechtel, Schmidt, & Luczak, 2003), we
re currently redesigning the user interface of the AHE
ystem to make it more amenable to industrial use. More
rally, we are addressingtechnology transferalong the line
escribed inNagl et al. (2003).
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